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5 to i o-iiowered : fruit i to li- lines broad; ribs rather ob-
scure; no Layer of strengthening cells about seed cavity;
seed-section oblong (figs. 53, 54).— E. Pennsylvania 'to

Florida, thence westward to Texas and California".

-(— i-Fruit larger, with prominent secondary ribs and reticulations:

the 2 to 4 -dowered umbel subtended by an involucre of two conspicuous
bracts.

7. H. Asiatics L. Spec. 234. Petioles and peduncles (1 to

2 inches long) clustered on creeping stems or runners : leaves
ovate-cordate, repand-toothed, thickish : fruit about 2 lines
broad

55> 56). H.
incla Pers., Benth in Fl. Austral, iii. 347.—Maryland to

Florida and westward.

Explanation op Plate IV.— AH surface views are X 15; all transverse

sections are X 27.

Fertilizaton of Epipactis latifolia.

A. 1). WEBSTER.

[It is not our custom to reprint articles, but a good contributor has made
request tor the following, on the plea of its interest, and the comparative inac-

cessibility of the original publication. It appears in the Transactions and Bo-
ceedtngs of the Botanical Society of Edinburgh, vol. xvi, part iii, 1886. The
author is of Llandegai, Penrhyn.— Eds.]

Having during the past few years, but particularly the
lmer ot r8fie HAv^+ or i ^„„:j„..„li_ _.._...•_.. ._ .i_~ ^ DOvesummer of 1885, devoted considerable attention to the ab

interesting subject, I have thought the following observati
not unworthy of record, as contributing to a subject w'
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/^v aI1 m>' Nervations tend to show (1) that

fP?«<™ tattfoha is very imperfectly fertilized ; (2) tha*
aKhougR visited by insects, cross-fertilization seldom tafcS ; and

,

(3) that ^^-fertilization by the pollen falling
spontaneously on the stigma is not uncommon
fmm fK If

pIant is ver y imperfectly fertilized is evident
from the small quantity of seed produced. On examining
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nearly one hundred plants when the seeds were ripe in Octo-
ber, I was surprised at the small number of capsules pr -

duced. (The ovules of unfertilized flowers drop from the
plant at an early date, thus affording an unerring guide as to
the difference between barren and well-tilled capsules.)

I examined nineteen plants growing in consecutive order
in one wood, and out of a possible 492 capsules only 38 pro-
duced seed. Thinking that perhaps the density of foliage or
maritime situation might account for this unusually small
production of seed, I examined the plant in quantity in two
other warm, shady woodlands, but with almost similar results.

Sixteen plants, growing within a short distance of each other,
produced only 32 capsules from 516 llowers ; while in another
wood similarly situated 26 were produced out of a total of
215. This small production of seed, in an unusually line

season like that of 1885, clearly proves that Efifactis lati-

folia is very imperfectly fertilized, and, as will be seen here-
after, that cross-fertilization by insect agencv seldom takes
place. The conclusions naturally arrived at are, that this

orchid is more frequently self than cross-fertilized, but when
the small production of seed is taken into account, very
imperfectly by either method.

2. That, although visited by insects, cross-fertilization
seldom takes place, is proved by the following observations :

Amongst insects of sufficient size to remove the pollinia that
I have seen visiting the flowers of this Efipactis, I may men-
tion the red-tailed humble bee and our common wasp, the
latter, however, but very rarely. On the other hand, the

red-tailed humble bee visits the flowers of this plant fre-

quently, but, owing to its peculiar method of sipping the

nectar without entering the flower, never removes the pol-

linia. On August 21, 1885, being in a wood where beds of
this plant were in full flower, I saw the above bee enter sev-
eral flowers on two different plants growing side by side,

without in any case removing the pollinia. On the 24th 0/

the same month, and in the same wood, I saw a red-tailed

humble bee visit successively no less than sixteen flowers on
a spike of this Efifqctis without removing any of the pol-

ynia. In this case the spike of flowers was so dense that the

bee crawled from one to the other in a spiral fashion from
bottom to top without once bringing its head or proboscis in

contact with the viscid disc at the base of the pollinia. After
sucking the nectar from the last flower, it flew off' for a few
yards, but immediately returned and revisited three of the
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same flowers, but this time in a half discontented fashion, as

if striving to improve on work that had been already well

done. Again, on the 26th of the same month, I saw several

visit the flowers of this plant (one visited most of the flowers

on seven plants in succession) without removing the pollen,

although, being near, I noticed them visit numerous flower
that contained the pollen masses. The bees hung on the dis-

tal portion of the labellum and inserted their long proboscis
without the head coming in contact with the viscid disc. The
evening was lovely, and I spent an hour watching the plants,

but during that time, although wasps were flying about in

number, not one visited a flower. (This certainly was the

opposite of what I expected, as several naturalists are under
the belief that this Efi^ctis is constantly fertilized by this

insect, one indeed going so far as to say that if wasps were
becoming extinct in any locality, so, in all probability, would
Epifactis lutifoUa.) On other occasions, however, I did see

the common wasp visit several flowers, but the visits were

tless, as if it

long, narrow

short, and, if I may use the expression, hear
could derive little therefrom. Owing to their& wv- •"'-" **-"&
shape and short proboscis, wasps remove the pollen masses
with ease, for I have caught them immediately after coming
out ot the flower with the pollinia attached to their head ; but
as these visits are few and far between, fertilization by thi-

way is ot rare occurrence. In numerous instances, also, the

pollen masses will be found glued to the upper sepal of the

flower, which is done as follows: The wasp on entering,
particularly a newly-opened flower, gets the pollinia attached
to its head when sucking the nectar ; but immediatelv on .

entering another flower, the upper sepal is so situated that I

the sharp stifl edge comes in contact with the viscid sub- I

stance, which, with the pollinia, is left attached to it. This. I

1 have never seen take place, but repeated experiments bear I

out the statement. It is also readilv illustrated with a pencil. I

In various other parts of the plants it is not uncommon to find I

the pollen masses attached as if the discs were not sufficiently |

viscid to retain their hold on the insect's head, and on more
than one occasion I have found them unbroken, on their stig-

matic surface. Small insects also visit the flowers in num-
bers as I have watched them creeping about within the

labellum and other parts ; but in numerous instances many
ot those winch come in contact with the viscid stigma are

unable to free themselves, and so perish. The largest insect
that i have seen killed in this way was i of an inch in length-
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When the plants begin to wither, or immediatelj r after ferti-

lization takes place, the distal portion of the labellum curves
upwards, and effectually closes the entrance to the basal por-

tion or nectary, but for what end I am unable to say.

3. That self-fertilization by the pollen falling spontane-
ously on the stigma is not uncommon. I have frequently

observed that the pollen masses in a few days, or perhaps a

week, after the flowers open become swollen, or the particles

of pollen disunited so as to protrude slightly beyond the

sharp upper edge of the stigma. At the same time, or later

on, the pollen becomes remarkably friable, and before the

plant withers, either spontaneously or by the action of the

wind, falls on the stigma and other parts of the flower. The
peculiar position of the pollen masses—hanging directly

above the stigmatic surface —insures this the more readily.

That the pollen masses become detached and fall apart k
beyond dispute, as I have on man}' occasions found the

grains scattered over the leaves, flower and stem of the

plant, as well as. in one or two instances, noticed the pollen

masses still within their cells, but with the corners broken
oft' and lying on the stigmatic surface. This breaking up of

the^ pollen masses may be spontaneous, but it is materially

assisted by both wind and rain.

On examining numbers of the plant I have found it a

general rule that the entire pollinia, or a large part of them,
have not been removed from such flowers as bear well-filled

capsules. Now, this of itself seems to me to indicate self-

fertilization by particles of the pollen falling on the stigma,

for it is quite evident that if wasps (the only insect, so far as

is known, that in this country does fertilize the plant) visited

and impregnated the flower" they could hardly have avoided
removing the pollinia. To make sure, I examined several

withered flowers with swollen ovaries on different plants,

and was surprised to And that in most cases remnants of the

then musty pollen could be distinctly detected within the

shriveled anther.
After reading the above remarks one is naturally led to

ask : Why, if Efifactis latifolia is so imperfectly fertilized

*s the plant so abundant":
This I can only answer as follows: (i) Nature, as if to

make up for the small production of seed, has endowed this

plant, unlike the generality of our native orchids, with spe-

cial facilities for the perpetuation of its race. The original

roots do not, as in most other orchids, die off annually, bat



insects

the more probable by the curious fact that in most, i

d

,elt-

of seed, has endowed them with special facilities for perpetu-

ation, namely, by increase of the root.

(

Take the example of Neottia nidus-avis, which is ver}

imperfectly cross-fertilized, but mwhich nearly all the root-

lets produce young plants; also, that of Efifactis latifoMi
which, under certain circumstances, behaves~in a similar

manner. Again, Op/irys afifcra, which is, perhaps, the
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serve for collecting nutriment for the succeeding plant, the

eye or bud of which is formed close to the old or last year's

stem. At times the plant produces several of these eyes in

one season; indeed, during the present summer I counted 1

sixteen and twenty-six flowering stems on two plants, audit

is not at all uncommon for three or four stems to be found

attached to the same plant. (2) Each capsule (judging by

the number in the almost equally sized Gefkalanthcragrand-
irflora) will contain about six thousand seeds ; so that, even

if one only were produced on each plant, it would be more

than sufficient to keep up the stock.
In conclusion, one can not but wonder how remarkable

it is that the nectar of Eflfactis latifolia should be so highly

ittractive to the red-tailed humble-bee, that can not fertilize

the flower ; while to the wasp, that can remove the pollen

masses with ease, and thereby insure cross-fertilization, it

offers but little attraction, as is^ clearly shown by the almost

total absence of its visits. I have mentioned' above thai

under certain conditions, the roots of this plant produce eyes

or buds
; but, strange as it may appear, this is not the case

in all, for I have examined numbers without any such means

of reproduction. In many instances, also —indeed, it is the

general rule in this district— the plant in question is destitute

of a rostellum, the viscid matter at the base of the pollinia

being free or uncovered, thus imitating in structure the de-

graded and self-fertilized Cephalanthera grandiflora.
Now, can it be that Epifactislcitifolia, from not being

sufficiently attractive to insects,"r from the want of proper
»"«• si r+ 4- ,-+ m — A. I _ _ i /* • n • • < I'll --. --»-\ i n ( 1
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most noted example of constant self-fertilization in British

Orchideae, is well known to appear and disappear somewhat

mysteriously from certain localities by the > oung tubers in-

creasing beneath ground until of a flowering size. Cefhii-

hinthera grandtfora, which is fertilized in the bud staTe by

the emitting of tubes from the pollen grains, also increases

bv the root ; but of this rare species I am able to give little

original information.

BRIEFER ARTICLES.

Zamiichellia palustris L. var. pedunculate.— In a rather remarkable

pond, botanically speaking, this plant was observed as early as February

12, and was collected in full fruit March 19, 1887. The pond is formed

by the waste water from a large blast furnace, and never freezes, so far as

1 can learn. A series of tests made when the weather was quite cool,

ranging from 16° to 40° F., gave the temperature of the water from 76

to 82° F., and that of the sandy bottom from 80° to 90° F. In it Spiro-

gyras and Zygnemas, CEdogonium and Vaucherias were found during all

the winter months, in the vegetative state, at times in wonderful abund-

ance, giving place at certain seasons to the profuse growth of Hy d ™"

dictyon. The pond is perhaps twenty feet wide by sixty long, and has

never been visited when not completely filled with some of its habitues.

At times our Spirogyraa would all be Zygnemas. Again, both would

give way to (Edogonium. Another day would show Hydrodictyon
1

n ful

possession, with all the others crowded into the little bays and harbors of

the pond. On April 23 I made a trip to the pond, and was surprised to

find that Zannichellia had taken almost exclusive possesion of nearly

one-half its extent, and could be collected in all conditions from the begin-

ning of its growth to the perfect fruiting stage. Its growth was as vig-

orous and its life apparently as happy as if had been flourishing in July,

its proper fruiting month. Yet all about in other ponds were little nlms

of ice, and the collectors were in winter overcoats.— Stanley Coulter,

Terre Hmde, Ind.

nympmea luteal in urazoria county, ica«»3. *•* -

—

,,—
T. Horner, of Georgetown, Mass., then in Texas, while going from UM-

veston to Columbia, in crossing Oyster creek at a small place called Liv-

erpool, saw what he thought were yellow pond lilies. He took a ooa

and went out on the creek to assure himself that he was not mistaken.

He found them growing in deep water, the stems six or seven feet long.

He sent a single specimen to Mrs. Horner. On his return to Georgetown

Mrs. Horner wrote to the only person Mr. Horner knew to get some 01

the roots. In the course of a few weeks they learned that this person was

dead, and nothing more was done about it.-E. H. Hitching.


